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I. WHAT IS BEING STUDIED?   

1. Study Objective   To evaluate non-inferiority and superiority of 
PCC4 vs plasma in the reversal of VKA for 
patients requiring urgent surgical intervention 
 

2. Study Design 
 

Multicenter, open-label, randomized trial. 33 
hospital sites 18 in USA 

3. Inclusion Criteria -18 and up.  
Appendix:  
-on VKA, 
-needs procedure in <24hr which requires reversal 
-INR>2 
 

4. Exclusion Criteria Appendix: Long list of exclusions 
-Procedure where blood loss can’t be estimated 
(trauma, ruptured AAA…) 
-Trauma, ICH 
-recent reversal agent given 
-High risk of stroke 
-Can’t tolerate fluid volume 
-need for additional blood products or 
desmopressin other than PRBCs (or within the last 
2 weeks) 
-LMWH or UFH in the last 24hr or during 
procedure 
-DVT/PE, CVA or TIA, MI, unstable angina, 
AS, severe PVD, DIC in the last 3 months. 
-Advanced cirrhosis 
-Use of antiplatelet (clopidogrel/prasugrel) 
-Anti-Phospholipid Ab or Lupus anticoagulant 
-HITT, Protein S or C deficiency, clotting 
disorders of Vit K dependent factors 
-Treatment with other study drug in the last 30 
days 
-Allergy to study drugs 
-Pregnant/breastfeeding 
-Life expectancy <2 months 
-Sepsis 
 

5. Interventions Compared Oral or iv Vit K + plasma vs. Vit K + PCC4 



 
6. Outcomes Evaluated  Primary: Hemostasis during urgent surgical or 

invasive procedure clinically assessed in a binary 
response (“effective or non-effective” 
 
Anesthesia clinical assessment of actual blood loss 
 
Reduction in INR to <1.3 at 0.5 hour  after end of 
infusion.  
 
Rapid INR reduction 
 
Secondary: 
Total INR reduction time  
PRBCs needed 
# PRBCs transfused 
Plasma levels of Vit K dependent coag. factors 

  II.    Are the results of the study 
valid 

 

1. Was the assignment of patients 
randomized?  
 
 

Yes. Investigators called a 24-hour randomization 
center 

2. Was randomization concealed 
(blinded)? 
 
 
 

Randomization was “biased coin randomization 
based on the method of minimization” This was 
done through a central agency. And took into 
account type of procedure and Vit K dose. 
However, both patients and physicians knew their 
group assignments. 
 

3. Were patients analyzed in the 
groups to which they were 
randomized? 
 
 

Yes, based on ITT. Only pts who actually received 
the treatments underwent analysis. 
patients who had lacking data to the "no rapid 
decrease in INR" group 

4. Were patients in the treatment 
and control groups similar with 
respect to known prognostic 
factors? 
 
 

Yes. Higher percentage of males overall. 
Generally, well balanced characteristics 

III. Did experimental and control 
groups retain a similar prognosis 
after the study started (answer 
the questions posed below)? 

 

1. Were patients aware of group 
allocation? 
 
 

Yes. Uncertain that patient knowledge of 
intervention would lead to bias.  
 

2. Were clinicians aware of group 
allocation?  

Yes. No blinding of clinicians. They state the 
delivery methods are too different.  



 
3. Were outcome assessors aware of 
group allocation? 
 

Likely yes-analysis done by funding group. 
Second safety group were made unaware of group 
allocation. Uncertain why they would not blind all 
data assessors.  

4. Was follow-up complete? 
 
 

45-day follow up was ~90% in both groups 

IV. What were the results? 
Answer the questions posed below 

 

1. How large was the treatment 
effect? (Difference between 
treatment and control group).  
 

Primary Endpoint  ITT-E Effective hemostasis- 78 
(90%)in PCC4 group and 61 (75%) in Plasma.  
ARR 14.3% difference, p=0.0142. CI 2.8-25.8 
 
No differences in estimated predicted blood loss 
between both groups: 
175 ml 4F-PCC vs. 187.9 Plasma (CI -64-40) 
 
Effective hemostasis for those undergoing surgery 
only: 
 4F-PCC 65 (88%) vs. 48 Plasma (73%) 
ARR=17% 
 
Rapid INR reduction- 45 (55% )PCC4 and 8 
(10%) plasma, 45.3% difference, p=0.0001. CI of 
31.9-56.4 
 
Secondary: 
INR reduction time: PCC4 superior 
PRBCs needed: no difference 
# PRBCs transfused: no difference 
Plasma levels of Vit K dependent coag. factors: 
Higher in PCC4 
 

2. What was the estimated 
treatment effect at a 95% 
confidence interval? (Precision)  
 
 

As above. 
 
 
 

V. Will the results help me in 
caring for my patients?  
(Applicable?)  
 

 
 

1. Were the study patients similar to 
my patient? 
 
 
 

Yes. 18 US hospitals are represented and patient 
types likely similar, 2 Belarus, 6 Russia, 4 
Bulgaria, 2 Lebanon, 1 Romania. But there were a 
lot of exclusion criteria. 

2. Were all clinically important 
outcomes considered?  
 

Sort of. Hemostasis could be an important 
predictor of OR complications, transfusion 
requirements, LOS, mortality-but this was not 



 demonstrated. Probably need a larger sample size. 
No cost analysis.  
 
 

3. Are the likely treatment benefits 
worth the potential harm and costs? 
 
 
 

Adverse outcomes: no difference in mortality, 
need for PRBCs, and thromboembolic events. 
Significantly more fluid overload events in plasma 
group. Time to administer drugs was very different 
(3.6 vs 8.5hr). Quicker to OR when necessary 
 
5,000$ to reverse an 80kg person with PCC4 
 
No cost analysis available 

 
Limitations:  
Funded by PCC4 manufacturer  
CSL Behring.  
Non-blinded can predispose to significant bias 
Conflicts of interest as all investigators are paid 
Not powered for rare adverse events. 
Exclusion criteria excluded the sickest patients namely those that the surgeon could not 
predict blood loss. An important population 
Subjective primary outcome measures save for INR reversal at 1 hour which was only 55% 
with 4F-PCC 
No differences in significant outcome measures such as transfusions, blood loss and 
mortality.  
No cost analysis 
Only 55% of those receiving 4F-PCC had normalization of INR 
 
 
Clinical Bottom Line: PCC4 appears  superior to plasma for normalization of INR in 
patients needing urgent surgical or other invasive procedures.  Coumadin reversal, with a 
lot of caveats.  
Time to OR for patients requiring surgical intervention was superior in those who received 
4F-PCC 


